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Abstract
Objectives: Diagnosing rare diseases is an arduous and challenging process in clinical settings, resulting in the late discovery of novel variants and 
referral loops. To help clinicians, we built IDeRare pipelines to accelerate phenotype-genotype analysis for patients with suspected rare diseases.
Materials and Methods: IDeRare pipeline is separated into phenotype and genotype parts. The phenotype utilizes our handmade Python 
library, while the genotype part utilizes command line (bash) and Python script to combine bioinformatics executable and Docker image.
Results: We described various implementations of IDeRare phenotype and genotype parts with real-world clinical and exome data using IDeR-
are, accelerating the terminology conversion process and giving insight on the diagnostic pathway based on disease linkage analysis until 
exome analysis and HTML-based reporting for clinicians.
Conclusion: IDeRare is freely available under the BSD-3 license, obtainable via GitHub. The portability of IDeRare pipeline could be easily imple-
mented for semi-technical users and extensible for advanced users.

Lay Summary
Diagnosing rare diseases is challenging and has a debilitating impact if diagnosed late. The lack of national clinical guidelines, advanced omics 
laboratories, and an integrated phenotype-genotype bioinformatic pipeline forces clinicians, especially in developing countries, to manually 
curate patient phenotypes and annotate patient genotype variants. Recently, efforts to standardize clinical data collection have used ICD-10, 
SNOMED-CT, and LOINC terminologies through national programs such as the SATUSEHAT ecosystem in Indonesia. However, OMIM and 
HPO are more specialized for rare diseases and are not commonly collected in standard medical records. Automatic conversion of these com-
mon terminologies to OMIM and HPO, along with linkage analysis and phenotype-based recommendations, can benefit clinicians and geneti-
cists in diagnosing rare diseases. To ease their burden, we built IDeRare, a lightweight, extensible phenotyping and variant analysis pipeline. 
This pipeline integrates existing tools and runs on a mid-tier personal computer with NVIDIA 8GB GPU memory. The IDeRare pipeline is avail-
able on GitHub under the BSD-3 license.
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Introduction
Diagnosing rare diseases
Diagnosing rare diseases is challenging due to diverse mutations, 
the potential for silenced variants, and their atypical presenta-
tion. Functional rare diseases pose greater diagnostic difficulties 
than structural syndromes, especially in developing archipelago 
countries, where the lack of national guidelines and limited 
access to specialized facilities contribute to delayed diagnoses 
averaging 5.6-7.6 years.1,2 Approximately 72% of rare diseases 
are genetically inherited, highlighting the importance of gene 

and phenotype analysis.3 Whole exome sequencing (WES) is 
pivotal for diagnosing rare diseases, offering cost-effective and 
adequate potential to detect novel mutations. Despite a 28% 
diagnostic rate, WES may still identify variants of uncertain sig-
nificance. Trio WES, involving both the proband and parents’ 
sequences, enhances diagnostic yield by 40%.4

Interoperability and the EMR implementation 
landscape in Indonesia
SATUSEHAT, the Indonesian national health interoperability 
ecosystem, consists of both SATUSEHAT platform and 
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SATUSEHAT mobile. Initiated by the Ministry of Health of 
the Republic of Indonesia (MoH Indonesia) in mid-2022, 
SATUSEHAT platform serves as a national Fast Healthcare 
Interoperability Resources (FHIR) R4 interoperability server 
accessible by healthcare facilities (HCF) and healthcare pro-
viders (HCP), promoting standardization at the national 
level. SATUSEHAT mobile, a counterpart of SATUSEHAT 
platform, functions as a national personal health record 
(PHR) displaying medical resume data aggregated through 
SATUSEHAT platform. The use-cases of SATUSEHAT plat-
form provides state-of-the-art guidelines for clinical data cap-
ture, documenting patient journeys (outpatient, inpatient, 
emergency visits), or specific diseases requiring continuity of 
care, such as mother and child health, dental health, nutri-
tion, and cancer. Current terminologies supported by SATU-
SEHAT include ICD-10 for diagnoses, ICD-9 CM for 
procedures, SNOMED-CT for disorders and clinical findings, 
LOINC for observable and laboratory findings, and Kamus 
Farmasi & Alkes (KFA) for drugs and medical devices. Data 
sent from HCF’s electronic medical record (EMR) to SATU-
SEHAT platform are validated based on FHIR R4 structure 
and allowable terminology subsets, ensuring that EMR 
implementation follows SATUSEHAT predefined standards.5

The Biomedical and Genome Science Initiative (BGSI), 
focusing on building a research ecosystem of genomic bioda-
tabanks and registries, was initiated by MoH Indonesia in 
mid-2022 and is still in its early phases.6 BGSI has recently 
adopted SATUSEHAT FHIR R4 standards for collecting can-
cer registry data since 2023 and will soon follow with other 
registry use-cases in the future. However, to date, neither 
SATUSEHAT nor BGSI have released a genetic disorders and 
variant reporting standard.5 This situation indirectly impacts 
rare disease diagnoses by restricting the transfer of Human 
Phenotype Ontology (HPO)7 and Online Mendelian Inheri-
tance in Man (OMIM)8 terminology from the EMR to SAT-
USEHAT platform, despite both being the main terminology 
standards for rare disease phenotyping.

Before the existence of SATUSEHAT, all clinical data input 
at each HCF was done in an unstructured manner, either dig-
itally or on paper. However, this paradigm has progressively 
shifted towards structured EMR implementation, driven by 
MoH Indonesia initiatives in 2023 to enforce all EMR ven-
dors and HCFs to be accredited for their compliance and 
implementation of SATUSEHAT FHIR R4 profile use-cases, 
specifically Encounter and Condition resources. The exis-
tence of SATUSEHAT has positively influenced traditional 
unstructured clinical data collection towards internationally 
acceptable, structured data collection via FHIR-compliant 
EMR system.

Phenomics and genomics of rare diseases
To date, rare disease phenotyping is primarily conducted by 
healthcare or research institutions and heavily relies on man-
ual curation to narrow down possible diagnoses before refer-
ral to centers with genetic sequencing capabilities. Since 
HPO7 and OMIM8 haven’t been included as acceptable 
SATUSEHAT terminology inputs, there is an unmet need for 
a flexible, lightweight, and extensible library to: (1) automate 
the conversion of terminologies to HPO directly from EMR; 
(2) facilitate differential diagnoses similarity scoring and link-
age analysis of diagnoses compared to the patient’s pheno-
type; and (3) provide recommendations of potential 
diagnoses for geneticists.

While numerous premium software suites for clinical 
exome analysis exist, such as VarSome Clinical,9 Geneyx,10

Golden Helix,11 and SOPHiA DDM platform,12 lack of inde-
pendence for customization, integration with preexisting 
EMRs, and affordability are major issues in low- to middle- 
income countries. Other rare disease genetic analysis pipe-
lines utilize multiple open-source programs, such as SIM-
PLEX13 and nf-core/raredisease.14 However, these pipelines 
do not consider integrating phenotype data input sourced 
from clinical records, and their VCF output requires manual 
curation by expert bioinformaticians and/or geneticists. To 
the author’s knowledge, there has been no integrative open- 
source solution for a lightweight, extensible end-to-end phe-
notype-genotype translational bioinformatics tool easily inte-
grated into preexisting EMR or information systems 
adopting FHIR R4 with ICD-10, SNOMED-CT, LOINC, 
HPO, and/or OMIM.

Objectives
Our primary objectives were to design and build a pipeline 
that enables streamlined clinical workflow utilizing data pro-
vided by clinicians through EMR. Specifically, the pipeline 
should have the minimum capability to: (1) automatically 
convert common EMR terminology (ICD-10, SNOMED-CT, 
and LOINC) to specialized rare disease terminology (HPO 
and OMIM); (2) perform phenotype-based linkage analysis 
and dendrogram between disorders; (3) provide potential rec-
ommendations of working diagnoses based on phenotype; (4) 
offer an easy setup exome analysis pipeline for germline var-
iant discovery for proband or trio exome analysis; (5) align, 
variant call, and annotate exome data; and (6) return sum-
marized clinically significant variants based on gene- 
phenotype prioritization. Additionally, this pipeline design 
should: (1) adhere to structured electronic data capture and 
terminology for phenotype and genotype analysis; (2) sup-
port lightweight, portable deployment in mid-tier computing 
settings to anticipate the scarcity of high performance com-
puting clusters in rural areas; and (3) be extensible to be 
interconnected with any information system supporting 
standardized data capture.

Methods
Phenotype software dependencies
To enhance the extensibility of the phenotype pipeline, we 
developed a Python3 library with the minimum prerequisites 
of Python 3.8þ. This library utilized the pandas,15 hpo3,16

PyYAML,17 matplotlib,18 and scipy19 library packages. Data 
dependencies include subsets from SNOMED-CT Indonesia 
MLDS,20 LOINC2HPO annotation,21 Orphanet Rare Dis-
ease Ontology,22 and HPO7 ontology and annotation. The 
script used to build subsets is accessible on GitHub.

Genotype software dependencies
The core workflow of the genotype pipeline consists of five 
main steps: (1) sequence alignment; (2) duplicate removal 
and sorting; (3) variant calling for single-nucleotide variants; 
small insertions and deletions for both proband and trio; 
along with structural variant calling for the proband; (4) var-
iant annotation; and (5) gene-phenotype prioritization. An 
optional initial step for adapter trimming and QC reporting 
is also available. Complete instructions for prerequisites and 
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code execution are provided on GitHub. The detailed 
dependencies, versions, and reference databases used are 
listed in Table 1.

Hardware dependencies
The phenotype pipeline runs smoothly on multiple operating 
systems and hardware specifications, including MacOS 14, 
PopOS 22.04, and Windows 11, using the Anaconda virtual 
environment with Python 3.8þ and RAM ranging from 8 to 
64 GB. The genomic pipeline has been evaluated on a per-
sonal computer equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 
CPU @ 3.20GHz, 64 GB RAM with 48 GB swap memory, 
2TB SATA SSD storage, NVIDIA RTX2080 8 GB, PopOS 
22.04 operating system, Anaconda environment with Python 
3.8.8, and Docker support. By default, the genomic pipeline 
utilizes all CPU threads with adjustable maximum memory 
usage. The minimum hardware requirement for the IDeRare 
genomic pipeline should include an NVIDIA RTX worksta-
tion with 8 GB of GPU memory, 32 GB of RAM to smoothly 
process intermediary exome data, and an SSD to prevent file 
I/O bottlenecks.

Phenotype and genotype data examples
We conducted phenotype and genotype analysis based on 
previous rare disease cases reported in 2021 by the attending 
physician, who manually analyzed the cases for months to 
provide working diagnoses of Glycogen Storage Disease IV. 
We obtained raw, unstructured phenotype data and tran-
scribed all phenotype findings and differential diagnoses to 
SNOMED-CT, LOINC, and ICD-10 as primary terminology 
choices, in compliance with SATUSEHAT acceptable termi-
nology. Additionally, we used HPO phenotype as secondary 
terminology to supplement disease pathology findings or 
spectrum occurring at specific onsets (such as infancy or tod-
dlerhood), which may not be well-defined in the primary ter-
minologies. This combination of SNOMED-CT, LOINC, 
and ICD-10 with HPO ensured complete representation of 
phenotype data for linkage analysis, differential diagnosis 
recommendation, and gene-phenotype-based prioritization. 
The transcribing processes were conducted by a clinical 

terminologist and validated by a senior pediatrician. Geno-
type data is accessible from the NCBI BioProject (https:// 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/1077459) and phenotype 
data is provided at https://github.com/ivanwilliammd/IDeR-
are#clinical-information-example. All phenotype and geno-
type data have been anonymized, and patient consent has 
been obtained.

Results and discussion
Complete IDeRare phenotype and genotype pipelines are dis-
tributed under the open-source 3-Clause BSD License and 
can be accessed on the IDeRare GitHub repository (https:// 
github.com/ivanwilliammd/IDeRare). The phenotype part 
(IDeRare-Pheno) is also available as a Python package down-
loadable on PyPi (https://pypi.org/project/iderare-pheno/) and 
is distributed under the same open-source 3-Clause BSD 
License on the IDeRare-Pheno GitHub repository (https:// 
github.com/ivanwilliammd/iderare-pheno). Web UI imple-
mentations of the phenotype pipeline can be found at https:// 
bioinformatics-ivanwilliamharsono.streamlit.app/IDeRare_ 
Pheno. The genotype part is only available as a command- 
line script for on-premises installation. Figure 1 depicts the 
schematic diagram of the IDeRare pipeline.

IDeRare inputs
As illustrated in Figure 1, the pipeline requires phenotype, 
genotype, and pedigree information. The phenotype part 
accepts SNOMEDCT, LOINC, ICD-10, OMIM, HP, and 
ORPHA terminologies, which should be provided as 
newline-separated text files, tsv files, or FHIR R4 outputs 
generated by EMR. Additionally, genotype filenames and 
pedigrees (for trio mode) should be provided in iderare.yml.

IDeRare-pheno as part of an analysis pipeline, a 
standalone data exploration project, or web 
services
IDeRare-pheno library was imported and integrated with the 
argparse library to provide robust customizable parameters 
such as threshold, differential, and recommendation. 

Table 1. IDeRare steps, software, and database used.

Steps Software/database /library Link

Phenotype pipeline (iderare_phenotyping.sh)
1 Phenotype pipeline iderare-pheno https://github.com/ivanwilliammd/iderare-pheno
Genotype pipeline (iderare.sh)
1 Adapter trimming and QC reporta fastp23 https://github.com/OpenGene/fastp
2 Sequence Alignment bwa-mem2 2.2.124 https://github.com/bwa-mem2/bwa-mem2

Reference Sequence GRCh38.p14 http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg38/big-
Zips/p14/hg38.p14.fa.gz

3 Duplicate removal and sorting sambamba 1.0.025 https://github.com/biod/sambamba
4 Variant calling

Proband SNV and small indel DeepVariant 1.5.026 https://github.com/google/deepvariant
Trio SNV and small indel DeepTrio 1.5.027 https://github.com/google/deepvariant

GLnexus 1.2.728 https://github.com/dnanexus-rnd/GLnexus
Proband Structural variant calling tiddit 3.6.029 https://github.com/SciLifeLab/TIDDIT

5 Variant annotation SnpEff 5.1d30 SnpSift31 https://github.com/pcingola/SnpEff
Annotation database dbSNP b15632 https://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/latest_release/VCF/

ClinVar2023051433 https://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/clinvar/vcf_GRCh38/
dbNSFP4.4a34 https://sites.google.com/site/jpopgen/dbNSFP

6 Gene-phenotype prioritization Exomiser 13.3.035, 2302 database https://github.com/exomiser/Exomiser
7 Supporting tools bcftools 1.1736 https://github.com/samtools/bcftools

a Optional, if fastq data have not been trimmed or QC checked.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the IDeRare complete pipeline (blue ¼ phenotype, green ¼ genotype).

Table 2. IDeRare-pheno function and action.

Function Action

term2orpha(str) Convert specific input to ORPHA code list. Input accepted: SNO-
MEDCT:[code]

term2hpo(str) Convert specific input to HPO code list. Input accepted: SNOMEDCT: 
[code], LOINC:[code]j[interpretation].

term2omim(str) Convert specific input to OMIM code list. Input accepted: ORPHA: 
[code] and ICD-10:[code].

batchconvert(list) Automatically convert respective input of mixed terminology code of 
SNOMEDCT:[code], LOINC:[code], ICD-10:[code], ORPHA: 
[code], OMIM:[code], HP:[code], OMIM:[code] returning HPO lists 
and OMIM lists.

omim2object(str) Objectify OMIM string terminology OMIM:[code] to OMIM PyHPO 
object.

hpos2set(list) Objectify HP:[code] string list to HPOSet PyHPO object.
hpo2name(list) Acquire the HPO name given the list of HP:[code] List.
omim2name(list) Acquire the OMIM name given the list of OMIM:[code] List.
similarity_linkage(omim_sets, hpo_sets, threshold, min_n, linkage) Run the similarity score and linkage analysis between provided HPOSet 

PyHPO object, and OMIM HPOSet list. Returning the full, filtered 
(by threshold, or falling back of min_n) data sorted by similarity 
score in descending manner. Linkage analysis run utilizing graph 
based information coefficient (graph IC)37 method and best-match 
average (BMA)37 combination method.

hpo2omim_similarity(omim_sets, hpo_sets, threshold, differential) Wrapper function to automatically objectify HP:[code] and OMIM: 
[code] string list and run similarity_linkage function.

omim_recommendation(hpo_set, type=[gene/disease], threshold, 
recommendation)

Wrapper function to get all available gene and disease from OMIM dic-
tionary, objectify HPO code to HPOSet, and run through full similar-
ity score, and linkage analysis of filtered OMIM gene/disease based 
on threshold and recommendation.

generate_yml(hpo_sets, filename) Create template iderare.yml file required by IDeRare genotype analysis 
given the HP:[code] string List.

linkage_dendrogram(linkage_data, labels, title, threshold, 
path_to_save)

Draw a dendrogram based on linkage analysis data, labels provided, 
title with threshold red line, and path_to_save.

list2tsv(term_id, name, sim_score, filename) Convert, and generate tab separated file given ID, name, and/or similar-
ity score. Input could be any kind of terminology.
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Figure 2. Example of IDeRare analysis using clinical data (A-C) and trio clinical report of exome analysis (D).
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Figure 2. (Continued).
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Figure 2. (Continued).
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Figure 2. (Continued).
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Examples of usage and Jupyter notebook examples can be 
found on the IDeRare-pheno GitHub repository. Addition-
ally, web services to parse FHIR data input are available for 
testing via Postman Workspace: https://www.postman.com/ 
ivanwilliamharsono/workspace/iderare-pheno/overview. The 
full functionality of IDeRare-pheno is listed in Table 2.

IDeRare genotype pipeline configuration
The IDeRare genotype pipeline supports analysis in proband, 
trio, and both modes, with an optional parameter to enable 
fastq trimming. By default, the analysis will be conducted for 
both proband and trio modes, and the trimming process will 
be skipped. This can be adjusted by inputting parameters 
alongside the iderare.sh command, such as iderare.sh—mode 
[both/proband/trio]—trimming [false/true].

Demonstration of IDeRare-pheno web application 
implementation
The example of the Streamlit phenotype application show-
cases a streamlined UI with an interactive table-like input for 
mixed phenotype, laboratory, and clinical findings results, 
along with responsive interactive sliders in the left sidebar, as 
depicted in Figure 2A-C. All graph and table results can be 
directly downloaded from the application. The UI is interac-
tive enough to be explored by non-technical users.

Demonstration of the IDeRare complete pipeline 
using real-case clinical and exome data
The testing results utilizing real clinical data can be observed 
on Streamlit pages by accessing the session of iderare_demo. 
The diagnosis obtained was Glycogen Storage Disease IV, 
with a similarity score of 0.33, ranking 4 out of 37 OMIM 
differential diagnoses. This diagnosis was provided using a 
combination of SNOMEDCT and ICD-10 codes. In terms of 
exome variant prioritization, the top-ranked result obtained 
from both proband and trio approaches using IDeRare was 
the GBE1(NM_000158.4):c.593G>C(p.Arg198Thr) muta-
tion inherited in a compound heterozygote manner. This var-
iant had a p-value of 9.5 × 10−4 with Exomiser score of 
0.930 and was classified as VUS fulfilling ACMG Criteria 
PM2, PP3, and PP4 (Figure 2D). The processing time for phe-
notype and genotype analysis was approximately 5 min for 
the phenotype part and 18 h for the proband and trio geno-
type analysis.

Extensibility and usability of IDeRare
Given the availability of structured clinical and genomics 
data input outlined in the IDeRare inputs section, IDeRare 
can be seamlessly extended, customized, and integrated with 
existing EMR supporting FHIR R4 outputs. These systems 
should adhere to ICD-10, SNOMED-CT, and LOINC as pri-
mary clinical terminology standards, complemented by sec-
ondary rare disease-specific terminologies such as HPO, 
OMIM, or ORPHA to encapsulate disease spectrum nuances 
or pathology findings not covered by primary terminologies. 
This integration process is facilitated by the modular nature 
of the IDeRare pipeline, which comprises the IDeRare-pheno 
Python library, which can be utilized as-is, integrated into 
web services, or incorporated into web apps, along with the 
genotype command line pipeline, consolidated into a unified 
pipeline.

Limitation and solution
The main limitation of the IDeRare pipeline is its reliance on 
available rare disease patient medical records and exome files 
for the diagnosis of germline variant mutations. This reliance 
is constrained by the limited availability of complete clinical 
information with exome files, particularly from institutions 
like Cipto Mangunkusumo, and restricted access to interna-
tional rare disease registries. To address this limitation, future 
validation of the IDeRare pipeline could be conducted using 
a cohort of rare disease registries, such as those provided by 
BGSI registries.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed a portable and extensible 
phenotype-genotype analysis pipeline tailored for both pro-
band and trio-based analyses. This pipeline encompasses 
essential features for clinicians, including seamless terminol-
ogy conversion, phenotype-diagnoses similarity scoring, visu-
alization of phenotype linkage analysis, processing of exome 
sequencing files, and the generation of meaningful clinical 
reporting. Our demonstration with real-case clinical and 
exome data showcases the effectiveness and utility of the 
IDeRare pipeline in rare disease diagnosis and analysis.
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